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The published version of our paper ‘Predicting ULX demographics
from geometrical beaming’ was originally published in MNRAS,
470, L69 (2017), contains two transcription errors detailed below.
These do not affect its conclusions.
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The equations following (4) remain unchanged.
2. The label on the vertical axis of Fig. 1 should read
P(NS)/P(BH) (the ratio of observing probabilities), rather than as
currently, n(NS)/n(BH), (the ratio of true space densities). The cor-
rected Fig. 1 and its caption are shown below where we also include
“ratio” to make it clear to the reader that we refer to the ratio of
spatial densities. Where the figure is referred to in the text (§3), it
should therefore read ‘in Fig. 1 we also show the range in observed
population ratio (PNS/PBH)’.
The conclusions of the paper are unaffected by these transcription
errors.
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Figure 1. Main panel: observed population ratio (PNS/PBH) in a flux-
limited survey versus beaming index (β) for a range in black hole mass
(10–100 M from top to bottom curve) assuming a ratio of neutron star to
black hole spatial density of unity, and MNS = 1.4 M. Whilst the spatial
density ratio almost certainly deviates from unity, this is only a multiplicative
scaling factor and the overall trend remains unchanged. This demonstrates
that the observed population ratio is a relatively steep function of black hole
mass (as highlighted in the inset for β = 2 – the vertical red dashed line
in the main panel); as a consequence, even a rough estimate of the spatial
density ratio and observed population will constrain the mean black hole
mass in ULXs.
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